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1 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔPotassium dihydrogen phosphate KH2PO4 (KDP) is a prototype fora well-known family of hydrogen bonded crystals undergoing ferroelectricor antiferroelectric structural phase transitions. For years, since the so-called proton ordering (or tunneling) model was proposed in 1966 [1,2], ithas been generally accepted that these phase transitions are triggered byordering of protons on hydrogen bonds. This ordering leads to displace-ments of heavy ions, hence the spontaneous polarization arises. The tun-neling model also easily explains the observed in these crystals increase inthe transition temperature with deuteration (isotope e�ect), ascribing itto a decrease in tunneling integral as protons are replaced with deuterons.The subsequent results of Raman scattering experiments [3,4], however,raised serious doubts about the validity of the proton ordering model.Another approach was proposed [5], according to which not just protons,but the whole H2PO4 groups play the role of ordering units. There isalso the theory of the so-called geometric isotope e�ect, in which the shiftin the transition temperature with deuteration is attributed not to thedecrease in tunneling, but to the changes in the geometry of hydrogenbonds, namely, to an increase in the separation � between two possiblehydrogen sites on a bond and/or in H-bond length. Nevertheless, thetunneling model still remains the most elaborated and widely used ap-proach to the description of the phase transitions in the KDP familycrystals, including also mixed crystals of Rb1�x(NH4)xH2PO4 type [6,7]where the spin glass phase is found.Naturally, the high pressure studies are not able to unambiguouslyestablish the mechanism of the phase transitions in these crystals. How-ever, since they are the only means to continuously vary the hydrogenbonds parameters as well as the interparticle interactions in the system,the pressure studies happen to be the best tool to study the depen-dences of crystal characteristics on the H-bond geometry and, thereby,to explore the role of hydrogen bonds subsystem in the physics involved.For instance, it is known that hydrostatic pressure reduces the tran-sition temperatures in all KDP-type crystals [8], as well as the H-sitedistance and the H-bond length [9,10]. By means of neutron scatter-ing technique, Nelmes et al [11] found out that in four crystals of thisfamily having a three dimensional network of hydrogen bonds, namelyKDP, KD2PO4 (DKDP), and two antiferroelectrics NH4H2PO4 (ADP)and ND4D2PO4 (DADP), the dependences of transition temperatureson H-site distances almost coincide, that is, the isotope e�ect in thesecrystals is suppressed when � is kept constant. Furthermore, it was as-serted that in crystals with one-dimensional (PbHPO4), two dimensional(squaric acid H2C4O4), and three-dimensional (the above mentioned
ICMP{98{19E 2KDP, DKDP, ADP, and DADP) H-bonds network, transition tempera-ture falls to zero at the same value of � of approximately 0.2�A.Usually, the decrease in the transition temperature in KDP familycrystals with pressure is explained within the proton ordering (tunnel-ing) model in the mean �eld approximation assuming a decrease in theparameter of hydrogen-hydrogen interaction J and an increase in thetunneling integral (see the book by Blinc [12] and Samara's review [8]).A more adequate description of pressure e�ects in these crystals has beenobtained in the four particle cluster approximation by Blinc [13] andTorstveit [14]. The derivatives of transition temperature, spontaneouspolarization, and Curie constant with respect to hydrostatic pressure forKDP and DKDP were successfully described. However, since then a lotof new experimental data on the pressure e�ects has become availablefor other crystals of KDP family [15{20] and for uniaxial pressures [21],not to mention the observed universality of the TC vs � dependence [11].Therefore, it seems worthwhile to re-examine the ability of the con-ventional proton ordering model to consistently describe pressure e�ectson several ferroelectric and antiferroelectric crystals of KDP family. Par-ticularly, studies of uniaxial pressures may give a better insight intothe problem of phase transition and/or polarization mechanism in thesecrystals. For the sake of simplicity we restrict our consideration withdeuterated crystals strained by pressures which do not lower the crys-tals symmetry: hydrostatic and uniaxial p = ��3. In order to studythe pressure dependences of static dielectric properties, simple modelsof dipole moment formation in these crystals are suggested. We shall alsoverify whether the universality of the transition temperature vs H-sitedistance dependences observed in KD2PO4 and ND4D2PO4 strained byhydrostatic pressure can be accounted for in this model and whether itis obeyed by other crystals of this family under hydrostatic or uniaxialpressure.1. The ModelWe consider a deuteron subsystem of a ferroelectric (FE) or an anti-ferroelectric (AFE) crystal of KH2PO4 family with a general formulaMeD2XO4, where Me = K, Rb, ND4, X = P, As. The crystals are as-sumed to possess the tetragonal symmetry in the paraelectric phase. Inour calculations we use the model of strained KH2PO4 type crystalsby Stasyuk et al [22], as well as some ideas of the previous theories byBlinc [13] and Torstveit [14]. In [22,23], the inuence of the B1 symmetryuniaxial pressure �1 � �2 on the DKDP type ferroelectrics was consid-



3 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔered, and a possibility of the pressure induced phase transition within amonoclinic phase was shown. In the present work, we consider only pres-sures which do not lower the system symmetry: hydrostatic or uniaxialp = ��3 applied along the ferroelectric axis c.We perform our calculations within the four-particle cluster approx-imation which allows one to take adequately into account the strongshort-range correlations between deuterons. The four-particle clusterHamiltonian of the system has the following conventional form:Hq = V h�q12 �q22 + �q22 �q32 + �q32 �q42 + �q42 �q12 i (1)+U h�q12 �q32 + �q22 �q42 i+��q12 �q22 �q32 �q42 � 4Xf=1zif� �qf2 ;where two eigenvalues of the Ising spin �qf = �1 are assigned to twoequilibrium positions of a deuteron on the f -th bond in the q-th cell,tunneling being neglected. Depending on the choice of the theory pa-rameters, Hamiltonian (1) can describe both the ferroelectric and an-tiferroelectric ordering. The antiferroelectric ordering can be obtainedonly if the long-range interactions are taken into account [24].Constants V , U , and �, di�erent for ferro- and antiferroelectric crys-tals, describe the short-range correlations between deuterons. They aregiven by the following functions of Slater energies ", w, and w1FEV = �w12 ; U = �"+ w12 ; � = 4"� 8w + 2w1;" = "a � "s; w = "1 � "s; w1 = "0 � "s;AFEV = "� w12 ; U = "+ w12 ; � = 2"� 8w + 2w1;" = "s � "a; w = "1 � "a; w1 = "0 � "a;with "s, "a, "1 and "0 being the energies of up-down, lateral, single-ionized, and double-ionized deuteron con�gurations, respectively. Theenergies of up-down con�gurations in ferroelectric crystals and of lateralcon�gurations in antiferroelectric ones are the lowest.The �elds ziqf include the e�ective cluster �elds �iqf created by thesites neighboring to the qf -th site, external electric �eld Ei applied alongone of the crystallographic axes, and the long-range deuteron-deuteroninteractions (dipole-dipole and indirect via lattice vibrations) taken into
ICMP{98{19E 4account in the mean �eld approximationziqf = ����iqf +Xq0f 0 Jff 0(qq0) h�q0f 0i2 + �iqfEi�: (2)It is known that the Slater energies ", w, and w1 and the compo-nents of the long-range interaction matrix Jff 0(qq0) are proportional tothe square of the separation between two possible positions of a deuteronon a bond { D-site distance �. Assuming the linear dependence of theD-site distance � in all MeD2XO4 crystals on hydrostatic and uniaxialp = ��3 pressure (according to [9,10], the variation of � with hydro-static pressure in KD2PO4 is linear indeed, except that �0 and �1 aretemperature dependent) � = �0 + �1p;we expand ", w, w1, and Jff 0(qq0) in powers of pressure up to the linearterms. However, there can be other mechanisms of pressure inuenceon the energy parameters of the model, like, for instance, electrostric-tion and changes in distances between the dipoles due to the latticedeformation a�ect Jff 0(qq0). We take these mechanisms into account byexpanding ", w, w1, and Jff 0(qq0) in powers of components of latticestrain tensor up to the linear terms, so that" = "0h1� 2S �1�0 3Xj=1 "ji+ 3Xi=1 �1i"i;w = w0h1� 2S �1�0 3Xj=1 "ji+ 3Xi=1 �2i"i;w1 = w01h1� 2S �1�0 3Xj=1 "ji+ 3Xi=1 �3i"i: (3)

and Jff 0(qq0) = J (0)ff 0(qq0)h1� 2S �1�0 3Xj=1 "ji+ 3Xj=1  jff 0(qq0)"j : (4)To avoid explicit dependence of the Hamiltonian on pressure, we ex-pressed pressure in terms of the resulting strain "1+"2+"3; S =Pij S(0)ijfor hydrostatic pressure and S =Pj S(0)3j for the uniaxial p = ��3 pres-sure; S(0)ij is the matrix of elastic compliances. The parameters  iff 0(qq0)are the same for all non-lowering the system symmetry pressures applied



5 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔto a given crystal, whereas the ratio �1=�0 is di�erent for hydrostatic anduniaxial pressures.In Eqns. (3) and (4) we take into account only the diagonal compo-nents of the strain tensor. As symmetry analysis shows, these strains donot split degenerate Slater levels, whereas the non-diagonal componentsof the strain tensor can partially remove this degeneracy [22].Hereafter, we consider only a longitudinal electric �eld E3 in fer-roelectric crystals and a transverse one E1 in antiferroelectric crystals.It brings about the following symmetry of the quasispin mean values,e�ective �elds ziqf , and e�ective dipole moments �iqf :FE�f � h�q1i = h�q2i = h�q3i = h�q4i;�3 � �3q1 = �3q2 = �3q3 = �3q4;zf � z3q1 = z3q2 = z3q3 = z3q4;AFE�aq13 � �h�q1i = h�q3i; �aq24 = �h�q4i = h�q2i;�1 � ��1q1 = �1q3; �1q2 = �1q4 = 0;zaq13 � �z1q1 = z1q3; zaq24 � z1q2 = �z1q4:The order parameter (mean value of the quasispin) of a ferroelectriccrystal is uniform, whereas that of an antiferroelectric crystal should bepresented as the sum of a spontaneous modulated part and of a �eld-induced uniform part:�aqf = �af eikZRq + �afE ; �a = ��a1 = �a2 = �a3 = ��a4 ;�a13E � �a3E = ��a1E ; �a24E � �a2E = ��a4E :Here kZ = (b1 + b2 + b3)=2, b1, b2, b3 are the basic vector of the re-ciprocal lattice; the factor eikZRq = �1 denotes two sublattices of anantiferroelectrics.Now we shall proceed with the conventional cluster approach cal-culations, excluding the e�ective �elds � from z by making use of theself-consistency condition. The condition states that the mean valuesof the quasispins calculated with the four-particle Hamiltonian (1) andwith the one-particle HamiltonianH(1)qf = � �ziqf� �qf2 ; �ziqf = ziqf � ��iqf ;
ICMP{98{19E 6must coincide. We obtainFEzf = 12 ln 1 + �f1� �f + ��c(0)�f + ��3E32 ;AFEzaq13 = 12 ln 1 + �aq131� �aq13 + �h�a(kZ)�aeikZRq + �a(0)�13E + �1E12 i;zaq24 = 12 ln 1 + �aq241� �aq24 + �h�a(kZ)�aeikZRq + �a(0)�24Ei;with�c(0) = 14�J11(0) + 2J12(0) + J13(0)�= �0c (0)h1� 2S �1�0 3Xj=1 "ji+Xi  ci(0)"i;�a(k) = 14�J11(k)� J13(k)� = �0a(k)h1� 2S �1�0 3Xj=1 "ji+Xi  ai(k)"ibeing the eigenvalues of Fourier transforms of the long-range interactionmatrices.Now the free energy of strained crystals can be calculated (at Ei = 0).FEff = �v2Xij c(0)ij "i"j � 2w + 2�c(0)[�f ]2 + 2T ln 2(1� [�f ]2)Df ;AFEfa = �v2Xij c(0)ij "i"j � 2w + "+ 2�a(kZ)[�a]2 + 2T ln 2(1� [�a]2)Da ;c(0)ij are the so-called \seed" elastic constants of a crystal, describingthe elasticity of a \host" lattice { a �ctitious lattice without deuterons;�v = v=kB; v is the unit cell volume, andDf = cosh 2zf + 4b cosh zf + 2a+ d;Da = cosh 2za + 4b cosh za + a+ d+ 1:Terms like S66d236P 23 and Pi qi3"iP 23 , which usually occur in the freeenergy when one considers the piezoelectric coupling and electrostric-



7 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔtion e�ect (d36 is the piezomodule, and qi3 are the electrostriction co-e�cients), are taken into account in our expressions by 2�c(0)[�f ]2 (or2�a(kZ)[�a]2).The order parameter and the lattice strains are to be determinedfrom the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions1�v @f@� = 0; 1�v @f@"i = �pi;pi = (p; p; p) for the hydrostatic pressure, and pi = (0; 0; p) for theuniaxial pressure p = ��3, leading to the following system of equations�f;a = 1Df;a (sinh 2zf;a + 2b sinh zf;a);�pi =Xj c(0)ij "j � F if;a �"i; �f;a; �1�0� ; (5)whereF if = 2�2i�v � 2�v� ci(0)� 2S �1�0 �0c (0)�[�f ]2 + 2�vDf �2a��1i � 2S �1�0 "0�++4b��2i � 2S �1�0w0� cosh zf + d��3i � 2S �1�0w01�� ;F ia = 2�2i � �1i�v � 2�v� ai(kZ)� 2S �1�0 �0a(kZ)�[�a]2 ++ 2�vDa�a��1i � 2S�1�0 "0�+4b��2i � 2S�1�0w0�cosh za+d��3i � 2S�1�0w01�� :are the contributions of deuteron subsystems to crystals elasticity.Since determination of these contributions lies beyond the scope of thepresent paper, we may safely consider instead of (5) the system�f;a = 1Df;a (sinh 2zf;a + 2b sinh zf;a); �pi =Xj cij"j ; (6)electrostriction is neglected; cij are the elastic constants of the wholecrystal, being determined from an experiment.The temperature of the �rst order phase transition can be found fromthe following condition on the values of the thermodynamic potentialg(�; T; p) = f + �vPi "ipig(�f (or �a); TC(or TN); p) = g(0; TC(or TN); p): (7)
ICMP{98{19E 8It is assumed that the polarization of the crystal, triggered by deute-ron ordering, if related to the mean values of quasispins asPi =Xf �iqfv h�qf i2 ;with summation going over all sites of a unit cell (summation over aprimitive cell would give a sublattice polarization). Taking into accountthe system symmetry, we can write thatFE AFEP3 = 4�3v �f ; P1 = 2�1v �a13E : (8)It is the variation of the e�ective dipole moments �i with pressure thatgoverns the pressure dependences of dielectric characteristics of the crys-tals. Determination of this variation will be deferred till the next section.Di�erentiation of (8) with respect to E3 or E1 at @"i=@Ej = 0 (thestrains are independent of the electric �eld) yields the expressions forstatic dielectric permittivities of clamped crystals.FE"f3 (T; p) = "f31 + 4���23v 4{f3Df � 2'f3{f3 ;AFE (9)"a1(T; p) = "a11 + 4���212v � 2{a1Da � 2{a1'a1 + 2{a2Da � 2{a2'a1 � ;"i1 are high-frequency contributions to the permittivities, and{f3 = cosh 2zf + b cosh zf � [�f ]2Df ;{a1 = 1 + b cosh za; {a2 = cosh 2za + b cosh za � [�a]2Da;'f3 = 11� [�f ]2 + ��c(0); 'a1 = 11� [�a]2 + ��a(0);It should be noted that at ambient pressure above TN0, if w ! 1 andw1 ! 1 the obtained expression for �a1 coincide with that of Havlin[25].Permittivities of mechanically free crystals are related to those ofclamped crystals by~"f3 (p; T ) = "f3 (p; T ) + 4��Xi e3id3i + e36d36�;~"a1(p; T ) = "a1(p; T ) + 4�d214c44;



9 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔdij and eij are crystal piezomodules.2. The �tting procedureWe need to set the values of the following theory parameters for each ofthe considered MeD2XO4 (Me = K, Rb, ND4, X = P, As) crystals:� energies of deuteron con�gurations "0, w0, w01 for both FE andAFE crystals, eigenvalues of Fourier transforms of the long-rangeinteraction matrices �0a(kZ) for AFE and �0c (0) for FE (these pa-rameters describe the unstrained state of crystals);� the eigenvalue �0a(0) for AFE crystals, the e�ective dipole moments�(0)i for FE and AFE crystals (they determine magnitudes of di-electric characteristics at atmospheric pressure);� the elastic constants cij .� the ratio �1=�0 and so-called deformation potentials �ij for bothtypes of crystals,  ci(0) for FE crystals and  ai(kZ) for AFE crys-tals (these parameters determine the pressure dependence of thetransition temperatures);� the slopes @�i=@p for both types of crystals,  ai(0) for AFE crystals(they determine the pressure dependence of the dielectric proper-ties).The parameters relevant to the unstrained crystals have been foundearlier [26{28]. They provide quantitative description of experimentaldata for the transition temperatures, spontaneous polarization, dielectricpermittivities and speci�c heat of the crystals at ambient pressure. Inthe present work, those parameters were slightly adjusted so that theycorresponded to the deuteration levels for which the value of @TC=@p or@TN=@p was available. Everywhere we neglected contributions of double-ionized deuteron con�gurations, putting w01 !1 and �3i = 0.Let us consider now the parameters which determine the pressuredependences of crystal characteristics.The ratio �1=�0 describing the rate of the pressure changes in the D-site distance is the only theory parameter di�erent for hydrostatic anduniaxial pressures. For all crystals and pressures, we treat �1=�0 as afree parameter. In the case of KD2PO4 with TC0 = 220 K and @TC@p =�3 K/kbar, for which the dependence of spontaneous polarization onhydrostatic pressure is reported [15], the adopted value of �1=�0 (see
ICMP{98{19E 10Table 1) is close to that calculated with the available structural data byNelmes [9] corresponding to a sample with TC0 = 222 K, and @TC@p =�3 K/kbar.As our calculations show, the deformation potentials �ij can be putequal to zero. It means that the contribution of lattice strains to thepressure dependence of the Slater energies is negligibly small, and thelatter results mainly from the pressure changes in the D-site distance�. That accords with the results of the earlier theories [13,14] where noother mechanism of pressure e�ects on the Slater energies was taken intoaccount.Unlike the Slater energies, the parameters of the long-range inter-actions are essentially inuenced by the lattice strains. To estimate thevalues of the deformation potentials  cj(0) and  aj(kZ), which describethis inuence, we use the fact that, loosely speaking, the dipole-dipolepart of the long range interactions, and the part which describe the lat-tice mediated interactions are proportional to a�3 and a�6, respectively[29]. This yields Pi  ci(0)"i ' �(3� 6)�0c (0)"1, depending on the rela-tive weights of the two parts of long range interactions. The best �t tothe experimental dependence of the transition temperature of KD2PO4on hydrostatic pressure is obtained if2 c1(0) +  c3(0)Pj S3jPj S1j ' 8�0c (0) (10)above the transition point. For the other crystals the values of  ci(0) or ai(kZ) can be set consistently, using the relations c1(0)[or  a1(kZ)](MeD2XO4) ci(0)(KD2PO4) = �0c (0)[or �0a(kZ)](MeD2XO4)�0c (0)(KD2PO4) ; (11)whereas  c3(0)[or  a3(kZ)] can be found from Eq. (10). Since the crys-tals for which the experimental @TC=@p are known might be of di�erent,although high, deuteration levels, the adopted values of deformation po-tentials  ci(0) [or  ai(kZ)(0)] slightly di�er from those calculated with(11).Since values of the transverse dielectric permittivity of an antiferro-electrics are not very sensitive to small changes in the parameter�a(0) = �0a(0)[1� 2S �1�0 Xi "i] +Xi  ai(0)"i;for the sake of simplicity we assume that  ai(0) = 0.



11 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔDue to the lack of the necessary experimental data, the choice of val-ues of elastic constants is not quite plain. Thus, for K(H1�xDx)2PO4 theelastic constants at ambient pressure are available only for deuterationsx = 0 and x = 0:89 above the transition point [30,31]. The requiredvalues of cij for the crystals with di�erent values of x were obtained bylinear extrapolation (interpolation) of the data [30] for x = 0:89 and of[31] for an undeuterated sample KH2PO4. It also should be mentionedthat, usually, the elastic constants c11 and c33 are measured fairly accu-rately, and the data of di�erent sources are close to each other. As faras c12 and c13, are concerned, their values are much lower than thoseof c11 and c33, and di�erent measurements give di�erent results (see,for instance, [32]). Thus, for KD2AsO4, ND4D2PO4 and RbD2AsO4 thedata of only one measurement are available ([33] for KD2AsO4, [34] forND4D2PO4, and [35] for RbD2AsO4). Therefore, in calculations we �xthe values of c11 and c33 of [33] and [35], whereas the agreement withthe experimental dependence of TC(p) was obtained by varying c12 andc13 around their experimental values. For RbD2PO4 and ND4D2AsO4the corresponding experimental data are available only for undeuter-ated forms [36,37]. Taking into account the fact that elastic constantsof deuterated crystals are usually close to those of their undeuteratedanalogs, for RbD2PO4 and ND4D2AsO4 we �x the values of deformationpotentials  ci(0) and  ai(kZ) calculated with (11), and obtain an agree-ment with the experimental dependence TC(p) by changing cij near thatof the undeuterated crystals. Since no experimental data for the elasticconstants of the crystals in the ordered phase is available, we calculatedthe transition temperature of these crystals at di�erent pressures anddi�erent but close to c+ij trial values of c�ij , choosing those which providethe best �t to the experimental data.The values of deformation potentials and elastic constants yieldingthe best �t of theoretical dependences of transition temperature on pres-sure to experimental data are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Valuesof deuteration x for K(H1�xDx)2PO4 crystals are nominal. The numberof varied parameters could be reduced if we knew the elastic constantsand the variation of the D-site distance with pressure in crystals withthe same deuterations as in the samples for which data for the pressuredependences of other characteristics are available.In numerical calculations we minimize the thermodynamic potentialwith respect to the order parameter � and �nd the strains "i from thesecond equation (6); the transition temperature is determined from thecondition (7). Results of the calculations are given in the �gures below.
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Table 1. The theory parameters for the considered crystals.crystal TC0 @TC=@p �1=�0�103  �1  �2  �3  +1  +3(K) (K/kbar) (kbar�1) (K)KD2PO4 220 �2.0[16] �6.4 130 110 �560 120 �560KD2PO4 220 �3.0 [15] �7.6 130 110 �560 120 �560K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 210 �12.5[21] �33.5 120 100 �545 110 �545K(H0:16D0:84)2PO4 208 �3.0 [15] �9.8 110 90 �545 100 �545RbD2PO4 207.3 �3.7[18] �10.7 110 90 �450 100 �450KD2AsO4 159.7 �1.6 [19] �6.0 80 60 �220 70 �220RbD2AsO4 169.8 �2.7 [19] �8.5 100 80 �210 90 �210ND4D2PO4 235.0 �1.4 [38] �4.9 310 290 �500 290 �560ND4D2AsO4 286.3 �1.4 [20] �4.4 380 360 �680 370 �680crystal TC0 @TC=@p "0 w0 �0 f0 �0�3 =v(K) (K/kbar) (K) (K) (�C/cm2)KD2PO4 220 �2.0[16] 92.0 830 38.0 76KD2PO4 220 �3.0 [15] 92.0 830 38.0 1.55K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 210 �12.5[21] 87.6 785 37.05 1.25K(H0:16D0:84)2PO4 208 �3.0 [15] 87.6 785 36.0RbD2PO4 207.3 �3.7[18] 95.9 828 29.9 13.5KD2AsO4 159.7 �1.6 [19] 73.0 800 21.6RbD2AsO4 169.8 �2.7 [19] 77.8 795 23.3ND4D2PO4 235.0 �1.4 [38] 77.0 709 85.75ND4D2AsO4 286.3 �1.4 [20] 105.0 810 103.65 1400�0 = �0c (0) and  i =  ci(0) for ferroelectrics; �0 = �0a(kZ) and i =  ai(kZ) for antiferroelectrics.  �i and  +i are the values of thedeformation potentials below and above transition point, respectively.f0 = (�03)2=v for ferroelectrics and f0 = (�01)2=v for antiferroelectrics.values of @TC=@p and �1=�0 for this crystal correspond to uniaxial pres-sure p = ��3.



13 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔTable 2. Elastic constants (units of 105bar) of the considered crystals.crystal c+11 c+12 c+13 c+33 c�11 c�12 c�13 c�22 c�23 c�33KD2PO4 6.14 �0.71 1.05 4.82 6.14 �0.71 1.0 6.14 1.1 4.3K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 6.93 �0.78 1.22 5.45 6.8 �0.78 1.0 6.99 1.0 5.3RbD2PO4 6.85 �0.1 1.3 5.2 6.85 �0.1 1.3 6.85 1.2 5.2KD2AsO4 6.5 0.8 1.36 4.9 6.6 0.8 1.33 6.5 1.37 4.9RbD2AsO4 4.9 �1.92 0.48 3.8 4.98 �1.92 0.48 4.978 0.48 3.8ND4D2PO4 6.28 0.39 1.9 3.25 6.28 0.39 1.6 6.28 1.59 3.25ND4D2AsO4 6.4 0.9 2.4 3.85 6.4 0.9 2.4 6.3 2.2 3.85We neglected the di�erence between elastic constants of partially deuter-ated K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 and K(H0:16D0:84)2PO4 crystals is neglected.In Figs. 1a and 1b we plot the dependence of the phase transitiontemperature of the six MeD2XO4 (Me = K, Rb, ND4, X = P, As) crystalson hydrostatic pressure along with the experimental points. Naturally,a perfect �t of theoretical results to the experimental data is obtained.No experimental point for KD2AsO4 or RbD2AsO4 is presented, but thetheoretical slopes @TC=@p for these crystals agree with the correspond-ing data of [19]. It turns out that theoretical pressure dependences oftransition temperatures are mainly determined by the changes in theD-site distance (via �1=�0) and, to a lesser degree, by a lattice strainscounterpart in the pressure dependence of the long-range interactions(via  ci(0) or  ai(kZ)).Transition temperature vs uniaxial pressure p = ��3 line is presentedin Fig. 1c along with the experimental points of [21] and a theoreticalcurve for the hydrostatic pressure. A rapid decrease in transition temper-ature with the uniaxial pressure p = ��3 was detected [21]; to describeit, a negative value of �1=�0 was used in calculations. The fact that vari-ation of TC with uniaxial pressure is more pronounced than with hydro-static is understandable, since the uniaxial pressure deforms the crystalstronger than the hydrostatic pressure does. The unexpected outcomeof the �tting process is that the uniaxial pressure p = ��3 shortens thehydrogen bonds and D-site distances (�1=�0 < 0): one would rather ex-pect the pressure applied along the c-axis to expand the D-bonds lyingin the ab-plane. One of the possible explanations of this shortening isthat p = ��3 pressure attens PO4 tetrahedra along the c-axis, therebyenlarging their projection on the ab-plane and reducing the distances be-tween oxygens of di�erent PO4 groups. However, this conjecture should
ICMP{98{19E 14await an experimental veri�cation.

Figure 1. Pressure dependence of transition temperature: a) �, [15] {KD2PO4, 4, [18] { RbD2PO4 (tetragonal), KD2AsO4, RbD2AsO4; b) �, [38]{ ND4D2PO4, and �, [20] { ND4D2AsO4; c) K(H1�xDx)2PO4 with nominalvalues of x: 0.87 (TC0 = 210 K) { �, [21], dashed line; 0.84 (TC0 = 208 K) {�, [15], solid line.Universality of the transition temperature vs D-site distance depen-dence is clearly manifested in Fig. 2. The values of � are calculatedusing the values of the ratio �1=�0 from Table 1, which provide the cor-rect slopes @TC=@p and assuming a universal TC0(�) dependence for allthese crystals at atmospheric pressure. As one can see, the points TC(�)and TN(�) plotted for several ferroelectric and antiferroelectric crystalsof KH2PO4 family, strained either by hydrostatic or uniaxial pressure,lie on a single line. Therefore, the proton ordering model not only de-scribes the universal TC vs � dependence [11] observed in KD2PO4 andND4D2PO4 under hydrostatic pressure, but also predicts that this de-pendence is obeyed also by the other crystals of the family strained byhydrostatic pressure as well as by the K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 strained byuniaxial pressure p = ��3. This fact again emphasizes the importanceof the D-site distance in the phase transition in hydrogen bonded crystalsand supports our assumption that pressure p = ��3 reduces �.Now we shall discuss pressure e�ects on the dielectric properties ofthe crystals.The slopes @�i=@p can be determined without introducing into thetheory any extra �tting parameter on the basis of the following specu-lations. Even though these speculations are not quite rigorous, they dohave two virtues: they are simple and their predictions agree fairly wellwith the experiment.
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D-site distance δ(A)Figure 2. Transition temperature vs D-site distance dependence for severalcrystals of the KH2PO4 family.It is believed that the deuteron ordering in the system results in dis-placements of heavy ions and electron density which contribute to crystalpolarization. Since, when ordered, a deuteron shifts from its central po-sition on a hydrogen bond to the o�-central one by a distance �=2, itseems reasonable to assume that the heavy ions displacements are alsoproportional to �. This idea was used in the previous theories. In thepresent work we also assume that �i is proportional to the correspond-ing lattice constant ai, reecting an intuitively understood fact that thelarger molecule is, the greater dipole moment arises in it. This yields1�0i @�i@p = �1�0 + "ip : (12)In Fig. 3 we plot the temperature curves of spontaneous polarizationof K(H1�xDx)2PO4 crystals at di�erent values of hydrostatic and uni-axial p = ��3 pressures. As one can see, the model pressure dependence(12) of the e�ective dipole moment �3 provides a satisfactory descriptionof a decrease in saturation polarization with hydrostatic pressure. Sincewe accepted a negative value of �1=�0 for a uniaxial pressure p = ��3,then, according to (12), e�ective dipole moment �3 and thereby the spon-taneous polarization is expected to decrease with this pressure. Unfor-tunately, no direct experimental data for the uniaxial pressure p = ��3on the spontaneous polarization of KD2PO4 is available.
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of spontaneous polarization of KD2PO4(a) and K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 (b) crystals at di�erent values of external pressurep(kbar): a) (TC0 = 220 K, @TC=@p = �3K/kbar) 1 { 0.001; 2 { 2.07; 3 { 4.14;4 { 7.6; 5 { 15.0; 6 { 20.0. b) (TC0 = 210 K) 1 { 0.001; 2 { 0.2; 3 { 0.5. Solidand dashed lines correspond to hydrostatic and uniaxial p = ��3 pressures,respectively. Experimental points are taken from [15] { � and [39] { �.In Figure 4 we present the temperature dependences of the inversestatic dielectric permittivity of KD2PO4 and RbD2PO4 crystals at di�er-ent values of hydrostatic pressure and of K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4 at di�erentp = ��3 pressures. Di�erence between permittivities of clamped andfree crystals is neglected. Unfortunately, experimental data for non-zeropressures are available only for the hydrostatic one [16,40]. As one cansee, the model dependences (12) well describe a decrease in the Curieconstant with hydrostatic pressure. Due to the adopted negative value of�1=�0, uniaxial pressure p = ��3 is expected to lower the Curie constantas well.Hence, similarly to the pressure dependence of the transition tem-perature, the pressure dependences of dielectric permittivity and spon-taneous polarization of these ferroelectrics are also governed by the pa-rameter �1=�0, indicating the crucial role of the D-site distance in thedielectric response of the hydrogen bonded crystals.Let us consider now the pressure e�ects on the dielectric propertiesof antiferroelectric crystals of the KH2PO4 family. The antiferroelectriccrystals of this family are characterized by the large values of trans-
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Figure 4. The temperature dependence of the inverse static longitudinal di-electric permittivity of KD2PO4 (a), RbD2PO4 (b), and K(H0:13D0:87)2PO4(c) crystals at di�erent values of external pressure p(kbar): a) (@TC=@p =�2K/kbar) 1 { 0.001; 2 { 3.6; 3 { 4.7; 4 { 7.6; b) 1 { 0.001; 2 { 1.1; 3 { 2.25;4 { 4.0; 5 { 6.63; 6 {7.76; c) 1 { 0.001; 2 { 0.5, 3 { 1. Experimental points aretaken from: [40] { 4, [16] { �, [18] { �, and [41] { �. Solid and dashed linescorrespond to hydrostatic and uniaxial p = ��3 pressures, respectively.
ICMP{98{19E 18verse e�ective dipole moments of unit cell. The permittivity "1(T; p)of ND4D2AsO4 exhibits a strong variation with pressure [20], and theslopes (12) describe the experimental data only qualitatively. It meansthat the mechanism of dipole moment formation in these crystals issomewhat di�erent from that described above for the ferroelectric crys-tals, or rather there must be some other factor in addition to ion shiftsdue to the deuteron ordering. We assume that there exists interactionbetween large dipole moments of unit cells (we call this mutual polariza-tion), which changes their magnitude and the character of their pressuredependence. Let us consider a simple model in which a unit cell i is as-signed a dipole moment di; the size of the dipoles is much smaller thanthe distance between them. Up to the terms linear in external �eld, thetransverse polarization of an antiferroelectric crystal (naturally, inducedby this external �eld) readsP1 = 2�1v @�a13E@E01 E01 = �21v ~�1E01 = d1v ; (13)where (see (10))~�1 = 12 � 2{a1Da � 2{a1'a1 + 2{a2Da � 2{a2'a1 � ; (14)d1 is the transverse dipole moment of a unit cell.We assume that the magnitude of the dipole moment is proportionalto a complete electric �eld acting on it. This �eld di�ers from the external�eld E0 but include also the internal �eld created by other dipoles ofthe crystal di = ^�0@E0 +Xj 3(nijdj)nij � djR3ij 1A ; (15)where ^� is the polarizability tensor, nij is the unit vector directed fromthe dipole dj to di, and Rij is the distance between the dipoles. If alldipoles are directed along the external �eld, and the magnitudes of thedipoles are all the same, then Eq. 15 can be solved, and, for instance,for transverse dipole moment we obtaind1 = �1E011� �1K1 ; K1 = Xn1n2n3 2a2n21 � b2n22 � c2n23(a2n21 + b2n22 + c2n23)5=2 ; (16)a, b, c are the lattice constants and n1, n2, n3 are integers such thatn21 + n22 + n23 6= 0. From Eqns. 13 and 16 it follows that�21 = 1~�1 �11� �1K1 :



19 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔDi�erentiating this equation with respect to pressure and choosing thevalue of the derivative @�1=@p so that it corresponds to the rate ofthe pressure changes in the square of e�ective dipole moment �21 in thecase when the mutual polarization of dipoles is not taken into account(K1 = 0), namely 1�1 @�1@p = 2��1�0 + "1p � ;we obtain 1�21 @�21@p = 1�1 @�1@p �1 + ~�1K1�21�+ ~�1�21 @K1@p ; (17)where@K1@p p = Xn1n2n3 a2n21(4R2 � 5r1)"1 � (2R2 + 5r1)(b2n22"2 + c2n23"3)pR7 ;R =qa2n21 + b2n22 + c2n23; r1 = 2a2n21 � b2n22 � c2n23;and the pressure dependence of ~�1 is neglected. One can see, that theterms in @�21=@p describing the inuence of mutual polarization (via K1and @K1=@p) are proportional to �21 and, therefore, are unessential forcrystals with small dipole moments such as �3 in KD2PO4 or RbD2PO4.The dielectric susceptibility should be now determined as a derivativeof polarization with respect to a complete �eld E1 = E01 + d1K1 =E01=(1� �1K1). Then, instead of (10), we obtain"1(0; T; p) = "a11 + 4��21v ~�11 + �21 ~�1K1 : (18)Let us mention that the di�erence between (10) and (18) is the larger,the stronger the crystal lattice di�ers from a cubic one; at a = b = c,K1 � 0.In Fig. 5 we plot the temperature curves of the transverse dielectricpermittivity of ND4D2AsO4 (DADA) at di�erent values of hydrostaticpressure along with the experimental points by Gesi [20]. In calculations,we use �0a(0) = �35 K and value of the piezomodule d14 correspondingto an undeuterated sample [42].The pressure dependence of the coe�cient �21 calculated with (17)provides a fair description of a decrease in "a1 in the paraelectric phase aswell as of a slow increase in the antiferroelectric phase, showing therebyan importance of the mutual polarization mechanism in the dielectricresponse of these crystals. It should be noted that there can also be other
ICMP{98{19E 20

Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the transverse static dielectric per-mittivity of ND4D2AsO4 at di�erent values of external hydrostatic pressurep(kbar): a) 1 { 0.001; 2 { 2.62; 3 { 5.6; 4 { 7.68. Experimental points are takenfrom [20].mechanisms of pressure inuence on the dipole moments of hydrogenbonded crystals, neglected here: rotation of PO4 tetrahedra around thec-axis, shortening of N-H-O bonds in antiferroelectrics, etc. It can alsobe important that the dielectric permittivity of DADA [20] is measuredat � = 105 Hz, which belongs to the region of the piezoelectric resonance.In a similar way, one describes also the variation with hydrostaticpressure of the transverse dielectric permittivity of DKDP given by"f1 (T; p) = "f11 + 4���21v 2{f1Df � 2{f1'f1 ;(where {f1 = a+ b cosh zf and 'f1 = (1� [�f ]2)�1+��a(0)) { a decreasewith pressure in the paraelectric phase and an increase in the ferroelectricphase observed recently by Dr. A.G. Slivka of Uzhgorod State University[43]. However, here a dipole moment di should be assigned not to a wholeunit cell but to two linked by a hydrogen bond PO4 tetrahedra alongwith the four hydrogen bonds attached to one of them.



21 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ3. Concluding remarksWe presented a uni�ed approach allowing one to describe the e�ects ofhydrostatic and uniaxial pressures on the phase transition and staticdielectric properties of deuterated ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics ofKDP family. We also studied pressure inuence on dielectric relaxationin these crystals. Results of these studies will be published elsewhere.The calculations performed within the proton ordering model in theframework of the four particle cluster approximation con�rm the abilityof the proton ordering model to describe the behavior of KDP-type crys-tals under external pressure. It should be noted the theory can be easilygeneralized to the cases of other pressures, including those which lowerthe crystals symmetry, in particular [23] �1 � �2. The proposed schemeof choosing the theory parameters allows one to describe the inuenceof di�erent pressures on a transition temperature and static dielectricproperties of the crystals. The main parameter which determines thepressure dependences of the transition temperature, spontaneous polar-ization and static dielectric permittivities is the ratio �1=�0, which is therate of the pressure-induced changes in the D-site distance. Our calcula-tions show that the universality of the transition temperature vs D-sitedistance dependence observed experimentally in some of the crystals de-formed by hydrostatic pressure is obeyed also by the other crystals ofthe family and also under the uniaxial pressure p = ��3. The theorypredicts that this uniaxial pressure should shorten the hydrogen bondsand the D-site distance, even though it is applied along the axis per-pendicular to the plane in which the hydrogen bonds lie. The suggestedmodel pressure dependences of the e�ective dipole moments of unit cellsprovide a satisfactory agreement with experimental data for the e�ectsof hydrostatic pressure on the dielectric properties of the crystals. Weshow that for the antiferroelectric crystals of the family with large valuesof transverse dipole moments, one should take into account processes ofmutual polarization of unit cell dipoles. For the ferroelectrics with smalllongitudinal moments those processes are not important. Further dielec-tric and structural measurements of the pressure e�ects, especially ofuniaxial pressures, on the KDP family crystals will allow to ascertainthe values of the theory parameters, verify its predictions about the pos-sible changes in the H-bond geometry and dielectric properties of thecrystals.
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